
Re: Navigator Homes - MVC follow-ups

Geoghan, 
The applicant can include in its offers a proposal to submit the final selection of siding
materials to LUPC for review and approval prior to  issuance of a building permit. I cannot
predict whether the MVC will approve this proposal; but you won't know if you don't ask. 
I assume that the applicant has at least narrowed the range of options for siding materials
and the cost of each option. In light of the discussion of this issue during the public hearing
it would be helpful to both the applicant and the MVC to have the relative cost and merits of
each option in the record. I don't think we need this information before closing the public
hearing but it should be submitted before the written record closes. That would better
inform the MVC during deliberation and decision and would provide a factual baseline for
LUPC if the Commission defers the siding material approval to LUPC. The lack of detailed
information on this issue means a decision on materials could be based on whatever is
already in the record.
Doug

On Wed, Oct 12, 2022 at 5:03 PM Geoghan Coogan <cooganlaw@gmail.com> wrote: 
Alex, thank you
 
We will have all final materials in, hopefully by Friday afternoon at the latest.
 
Couple clarifications below.
 
On Wed, Oct 12, 2022 at 4:51 PM Alex Elvin <elvin@mvcommission.org> wrote: 

Hi Geoghan,  

 

To follow up on the MVC mee�ng on 10/6, can you please provide/clarify the following?  

1. What is the expected cost difference between vinyl and non-vinyl building materials for the project?  

Answering 1 and 2 - we will be updating the siding materials.  In response to the "we would need this prior to the close of the record" - is
that definitive?  For example, with the Stop & Shop project the exterior elevations were a post-decision LUPC item.  I don't believe the
Commission is going to make a decision on this project based on the final materials, maybe they will, but that would seem a stretch.  Final
approval of a list of materials is not normally something I would expect in order to close a public hearing.  Please clarify.

1. Final list of exterior materials. (We would need this prior to the close of the record.)  
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2. Confirm whether VTA is planning to provide on-demand service, including any documenta�on from
VTA.  

We have provided all that the VTA is willing to commit to already.  You have a letter in the file from the VTA.  Until the project is
developed, they are not going to commit further. 

1. 
2. Confirm that the Green House residents will have their own minivan/shu�le service. How o�en will this

run? 

Again per the record, we have stated this is something that the Hospital is looking into.  We cannot commit to that now, much more work
needs to be done.  We would expect to include this as an offer prior to decision/deliberation. 

1. Calcula�on for how much solar power could be generated on the property, based on the current plans.

We provided the solar calculation for the workforce housing. The Navigator buildings will have approximately 30% of the roofs available
for solar.  We will have a calculation of power generation by Friday. 

1. Verify the accuracy of the rendering that shows the entrance from Edgartown-VH Rd, in terms of the
minimum spacing of vegeta�on required for access, safety, etc.  

We will provide an updated rendering based off some new landscape additions, in response to the questions posed at the last hearing. 

1. 

We would need any new material by 5PM on Monday, 10/17 in order to post and distribute to commissioners
prior to the con�nued hearing on 10/20.  

 

Thanks, 

 

Alex 

 

 

 

 

Alex Elvin
Development of Regional Impact (DRI) Coordinator 
Martha's Vineyard Commission
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